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Abstract. Cryptocurrencies are proliferating as instantiations of blockchain, which is a transpar-
ent, distributed ledger technology for validating transactions. Blockchain is thus said to embed
trust in its technical design. Yet, blockchain’s technical promise of trust is not fulfilled when
applied to the cryptocurrency ecosystem due to many social challenges stakeholders experience.
By investigating a cryptocurrency chatbot (Brokerbot) that distributed information on cryptocur-
rency news and investments, we explored social tensions of trust between stakeholders, namely the
bot’s developers, users, and the bot itself. We found that trust in Brokerbot and in the cryptocur-
rency ecosystem are two conjoined, but separate challenges that users and developers approached
in different ways. We discuss the challenging, dual-role of a Brokerbot as an object of trust as
a chatbot while simultaneously being a mediator of trust in cryptocurrency, which exposes the
social-technical gap of trust. Lastly, we elaborate on trust as a negotiated social process that people
shape and are shaped by through emerging ecologies of interlinked technologies like blockchain
and conversational interfaces.
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1. Introduction

“Bitcoin is to the dollar as the Internet is to paper.”
- Tim Draper (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016)

Cryptocurrencies are poised to become more accessible alternatives to centrally
regulated money, or fiat cash (Swan 2015). Though there has been a boom-
ing interest in cryptocurrencies as working examples of blockchain technology
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(Tapscott and Tapscott 2016), why and how people interact with cryptocurren-
cies are poorly understood. Importantly, blockchain as the technology behind
cryptocurrencies is touted as a transparent, distributed, and anonymous peer-to-
peer system for fair governance and accounting, which engenders trust by design
(Swan 2015; Tapscott and Tapscott 2016; Luther 2016). However, we still have
the social-technical gap as a “divide between what we know we must support
socially and what we can support technically” (Ackerman 2000, p. 179).
The social-technical gap is an enduring problem space that CSCW recognizes

(Ackerman 2000). Here, the social-technical gap stands as the distance between
technical solutions and social problems— engineering a technical solution for
transparent, peer-to-peer transactions does not solve the social problem of the
lack of trust in cryptocurrencies as the means towards transparent, peer-to-peer
financial inclusion. Technical solutions are not social solutions. At best, technol-
ogy can attempt to assist in or gauge potential social solutions, but cannot resolve
social problems entirely (Lee et al. 2017). We approach this by exploring why and
how people take part in the emerging cryptocurrency ecosystem, and specifically,
how trust in and through a cryptocurrency application is negotiated. We link this
to how blockchain can technically support trust, but cannot socially support trust
and how trust as a concept stands to be reimagined.
Going forward, we distinguish between the domain, i.e., cryptocurrency, and

ways to participate in that domain, i.e., interacting with a cryptocurrency chatbot.
Chatbots as interactive interfaces can add a new dimension to human-computer
interaction (HCI) over and above menu-driven GUI approaches (Dale 2016). Our
norms on interacting with conversational agents are changing with a rise of well-
known assistants like Siri that are trained to use natural “human” language, though
imperfectly. Additionally, many chatbots like Brokerbot only respond to sim-
ple commands to fulfil predefined requests, without natural language processing.
These functional bots serve as support agents on consumer-facing websites (Nord-
heim et al. 2019) or are on social apps that people use to communicate with one
another (Dale 2016).
Chatbots thus mind the social-technical gap between what users socially desire

on communication apps, e.g., to connect with others, and the inability of mes-
saging apps to fulfill social needs and wants, i.e., these apps only mediate social
interactions (Lee et al. 2017). While chatbots can appear social, this increases
users’ expectations of social intelligence that functional chatbots often do not
meet (Luger and Sellen 2016), especially in new domains. As our focus, Bro-
kerbot was a functional bot as a cryptocurrency information distributor that
sometimes referred to itself as “I”. It responded to simple commands on Face-
book Messenger, Telegram, and Slack.1 Brokerbot was built to help people gain
information on the cryptocurrency market and their investments, but users and
developers of Brokerbot saw its role in different ways.

1 Brokerbot was in operation from early 2017 to early 2019, when it shut down due to the so-called cryp-
tocurrency “winter”, a phase the market is now recovering from. The cryptocurrency winter is discussed in
the following article on Techcrunch: https://techcrunch.com/2018/12/16/in-the-winds-of-crypto-winter/.
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Our findings show how one form of prevalent, widespread technology (chatbot)
becomes an object of trust when it mediates trust in another form of technol-
ogy (cryptocurrency), which is yet to be popularized, understood, and trusted. In
high-risk, novel domains, a chatbot as a familiar form of technology becomes
an object of trust whilst mediating trust in yet another emerging technology— a
social challenge a chatbot cannot fulfil. We thus see (1) the social-technical gap
at a dyadic level considering users’ wish for a more socially intelligent Brokerbot
with greater cryptocurrency trading skills. This exposes (2) the social-technical
gap at the societal level, in which blockchain’s technical solution as engineered
trust faces roadblocks due to the social nature of trust. The cryptocurrency mar-
ketplace does not breed trust, for it is a social ecology that is risky and novel, no
matter how adroit blockchain technology behind it engenders trust technically—
the general lack of trust in the cryptocurrency market is not an engineering prob-
lem, but a social problem. In this, the unmet social trust in a functional chatbot
exposes the distance between everyday people’s hopes in wanting to participate in
the cryptocurrency world and the steep learning curve and uncertainty that come
with cryptocurrency.
To comprehend the novel juncture of the social-technical gap of trust at the

dyadic level, i.e., human-bot interaction, and the societal level, i.e., the cryptocur-
rency market and the promise of blockchain technology, we elaborate on how
Brokerbot’s developers and users critically assess the chatbot. We cover how trust
in a chatbot is designed and negotiated (Nordheim et al. 2019; Corritore et al.
2003) as a process of trust (Nickel 2013, 2015) in and about cryptocurrency. We
incorporated perspectives of cryptocurrency novices, investors, and developers of
Brokerbot. The resulting insight is that (1) interactively, chatbots are expected to
be socially capable on messaging platforms, but they are still technically limited
in how social they can be, but (2) a cryptocurrency chatbot socially could gar-
ner user trust via chats, even if technically, the cryptocurrency domain in itself
does not engender trust between stakeholders. This reveals that (3) a chatbot as
an object of people’s trust (Kelton et al. 2008; Kiran and Verbeek 2010) can also
become the mediator of people’s trust (Friedman et al. 2000) in each other and
cryptocurrency. As a mere chatbot, playing both roles well is a challenge; stake-
holders’ morphing expectations on one another and the market demonstrates the
complex process of trust that Brokerbot was embedded in. We now turn to relevant
literature on cryptocurrency, trust, and chatbots. Then, we present our methods
and results before offering a discussion.

2. Background

2.1. Cryptocurrency

Blockchain and current proliferation of cryptocurrencies signal oncoming
changes in governance structures, and what is envisioned as the future of
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financial inclusion (Swan 2015; Tapscott and Tapscott 2016; Hayes 2017; Fre-
und 2018; Muralidhar et al. 2019). The circulation of cryptocurrencies is enabled
by decentralized, anonymous transactions that do not depend on central banks or
governments (Luther 2016). To understand the technology and the accompanying
social change, we first elaborate on how cryptocurrencies work.
Cryptocurrencies are digital cash based on blockchain technology. The most

famous one is Bitcoin, which was created by a figure named Satoshi Nakamoto (a
pseudonym of one person or a group of people) in 2008 (Nakamoto 2008). Simply
put, a cryptocurrency “coin” does not exist in any server, i.e., it is not a saveable
file, but is a record of a transaction, i.e., one sending a coin to another, in a dis-
tributed ledger. If traditional cash is a physical node (object) and one transaction
represents an edge (from-to relationship), blockchain is built on records of edges
(countless from-to relationships) rather than nodes themselves (objects). In this
analogy, traditional banking systems are based around nodes (money) whereas
cryptocurrencies are built on edges (from-to relations). There is no “thing” or
money to steal or mutate. No intermediaries like banks are needed to convert,
send, or store money; it is purely peer-to-peer. Transaction records are public,
i.e. each block gets added to the chain of records that all can see. But, for a
block to be added to the chain, it undergoes a validation process involving heavy-
duty encryption techniques that miners can solve or other variations of consensus
based encryption and decryption methods that can be unique to each type of
blockchain; different cryptocurrencies have their own network’s preferred method
of validation (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016; Swan 2015).
Peer-to-peer payments as edges in a network are reliable because of crypto-

graphic techniques that support each cryptocurrency’s security protocol Hayes
(2017). Thus the sender and receiver identities are anonymized, but records of
transactions are public. Some challenges for cryptocurrencies include high mar-
ket volatility, hacking, and the lack of chargeback (refund) when disputes over
a transaction are made, i.e., transactions are normally irreversible (Hayes 2017)
in that the entire blockchain would have to be re-written to change one block’s
relationship to its prior and following blocks. The bigger picture is that cryp-
tocurrencies are the first working representation of blockchain, i.e., “blockchain
1.0”. Blockchain’s principle of decentralized registry of contracts can be applied
in many ways. Thus, the next phase is known as “blockchain 2.0” (Swan 2015).
Blockchain 2.0 can track contracts like birth or marriage certificates, and physical
assets like housing, as well as patents and trademarks, since both private and pub-
lic records can be added to the blockchain, to list a few examples (Swan 2015).
Due to the immutable, distributed, and publicized nature of blockchain technol-
ogy, it is often described to not require trust between people, for the technology
embeds trust in its design through transparent and secure transactions (Tapscott
and Tapscott 2016; Freund 2018). However, designing trustworthy technology is
different from how users form trust (or distrust (Muir 1987)) in any technology.
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Especially since the cryptocurrency ecosystem is still in its infancy, there are many
uncertainties about who and what to trust and why.

2.2. Trust in and through blockchain technology

Blockchain is said to be “trustless”— involved parties do not need to trust each
other for their transactions to take place as a technical feat. Trust that individuals
have in each other and organizations, e.g., banks, is not necessary for a blockchain
network to operate. Only stakeholders’ trust in the blockchain itself is needed.
The assumption is that one cannot trust or distrust people one does not know.
Peoples’ identities are unknown and unnecessary since public ledgers are built
through the distributed workload of cryptographic problem-solving (Swan 2015;
Christidis and Devetsikiotis 2016). The ethos is that blockchain technology is the
object of trust by design, and therefore is a mediator of trust by default.
Two non-exclusive distinctions matter. Technology can be a mediator of trust

between people and it can also be an object of trust for people (Friedman et al.
2000; Kelton et al. 2008; Kiran and Verbeek 2010). For instance, a messaging app
mediates trust between oneself and people one talks to through the app, and it
also be an object of one’s trust, i.e., a trusted app (Nickel 2013, 2015). Blockchain
is particularly “disruptive” as technology (Mendoza-Tello et al. 2019) because it
disrupts trust as a notion and experience; the conjoined trust in blockchain as an
object and mediator of trust replaces the need to have trust in involved stakehold-
ers. Yet this is precisely why trust comes to the fore of our social fabric, when
people cannot easily understand novel situations and other stakeholders therein
due to technological changes. Specifically when blockchain asks us to do away
with making sense of trust in the first place trustless technology emphasizes the
importance of trust as a social phenomenon. The technical implementation of trust
reveals rearranged social orders, when power dynamics between all affected par-
ties stand to be negotiated and renegotiated (Strauss 1978). People thus struggle
to contextualize social order when trust in (and knowledge of) other stakeholders
do not seem necessary, technically. The messy, nuanced social reality of trust is
illustrated by stakeholders’ interactions in the cryptocurrency market, the current
upshot blockchain.
Cryptocurrencies can be used to buy and sell goods within our existing finan-

cial system, but they are being traded and saved as a new form of virtual financial
system itself, with stakeholders continuously negotiating the emerging norms
of defining, gaining, and maintaining trust. Formerly identified stakeholders of
cryptocurrency networks are users, exchanges, miners, and merchants (Sas and
Khairuddin 2015; Shcherbak 2014). Users sign up on exchanges in order to
buy, trade, or manage cryptocurrency investments. Miners validate cryptocur-
rency payments by solving cryptographic puzzles, and merchants accept users’
cryptocurrency payments for goods that they sell (Shcherbak 2014). We add that
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information distributors, such as Brokerbot, are distinct stakeholders, yet to be
fully accounted for. The latest news on cryptocurrency and other relevant data are
dispersed by information distributors, meaning other stakeholders heavily rely on
information distributors to understand the “pulse” of the market. Hence, people’s
trust in apps like Brokerbot is important because of its functionalities and infor-
mation shared, but Brokerbot is not “trustless” by design; it operates in the risky
cryptocurrency domain as a named stakeholder.
Blockchain can provide technological trust that people’s transactions are valid

and secure, i.e., they reliably, transparently go through, but social trust between
stakeholders (Sas and Khairuddin 2015) is still important for decentralized sys-
tems to work. Reputation based trust between individuals,e.g., on eBay2 (Cabral
2012), is not possible in anonymized networks, and may even be unhelpful. Peo-
ple can and do trust entities like exchanges, merchants, or information distributors,
but these are frequently new and unknown entities (in contrast to some of the
well-known banks and brokers). Further, users are asked increasingly to exer-
cise self-reliance and manage risks of cryptocurrency related activities (Gao et al.
2016). Users therefore handle their own risks, which they will do so if the primary
focus is on cryptocurrencies’ usefulness (Mendoza-Tello et al. 2019).
The need for trust becomes more salient when perceived risk is high, and trust

becomes less important when perceived risk is low (Nickel and Vaesen 2012).
Justifying trust in highly risky scenarios becomes difficult. Conversely, nowhere
is trust more salient and important than in high-risk domains. We do yet not
know if trust will only increase when general adoption of cryptocurrencies takes
place, as we saw with web-based personal finance systems. Previously, people’s
perceived trust in online banking and transactions depended on perceived risks
that new technologies introduced (Mukherjee and Nath 2003). As general use
of and knowledge in digital financial systems increased, perceived risks less-
ened (Mukherjee and Nath 2003). Cryptocurrencies introduce new potential risks
due to limited knowledge and experience people have with cryptocurrencies and
blockchain technology.
There is a danger in attempting to spell out trust purely in terms of risks. Trust

is often translated as a reduction in risks by the means of user surveillance or a
check-list of safety features of a system, which replaces, rather than encourages,
trust (Nickel 2013, 2015). While it is commonplace to define trust through its
negation, i.e., risk, a more holistic understanding is to see “trust as a presumptive
element in all concerted action irrespective of its ‘risky’ character” (Watson 2009,
p. 484). Hence, trust is a dynamic process (Nickel 2013, 2015) because situational
factors heavily influence our willingness to trust (Snijders and Keren 2001). Trust
is socially generated over time, contextualized to how various stakeholders’ roles
are created, legitimized, and negotiated (Strauss 1978) in the wake of disruptive
technology.

2 https://www.ebay.com/
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A social ecology that emerges through blockchain puts together previously
unexpected collection of ecologies. Brokerbot, for instance, combines social
media, cryptocurrency news channels and exchanges. Cryptocurrency related
information, as well as distributors and consumers of information, exist across
various social ecologies. Hence, if types of information and people we trust
depend on how social situations change (Harper et al. 2017), blockchain intro-
duce novel social situations. Decentralized networks carve out a new “ecology of
ecologies” and many cryptocurrency stakeholders’ roles are in flux.
Information distributors like Brokerbot often have to build up users’ trust

over time, known as “slow trust” that comes from long-term usage by deliver-
ing consumable and accurate information reliably. This differs from “swift trust”,
meaning relationships get speedily established and lost (Corritore et al. 2003). A
challenge is that decision-making based on cryptocurrency information is often
swift, as well as the value of such information itself, while stakeholders’ needs
constantly change; the process of trust can have an uncertain timescale within the
cryptocurrency network. Shared sense-making involves time it takes for users’
psychological states and technology to develop together (Nickel 2013, 2015).
The issue is that the social backdrop as a shared space is incomplete due to

blockchain’s novelty. Trust is a shared background disposition for any interaction
between people to take place; interactants in a social exchange “trust in other
parties’ ability and motivation to make similar sense of a situation, using similar
sense-making methods” (Watson 2009, p. 481). “Sense-making” is a tacit process
in that when trust is questioned, doubted, or betrayed, we try to make sense of the
absence of trust. But, when local sense-making is working and allows parties to
have shared trust, we rarely notice its presence.
Trust is thus not an outcome measure, but a taken for granted disposition that

underscores all social interactions (Garfinkel 1963; Watson 2009). However, on
“trustless” blockchain networks, there is no central governing body to regulate
cryptocurrency market fluctuations with rapidly changing stakeholders; many are
on their own to make sense of trust. With anonymized transactional processes,
making sense of trust between stakeholders is a new, unfamiliar endeavor. We
can thus examine the evolution of trust as changing moral motivations between
stakeholders (Muir 1987; Kiran and Verbeek 2010) when the supposed trustless
technology requires us to grasp trust in a new light.

2.3. Trust in and through bots

We saw that in the context of the cryptocurrency ecosystem, trust is often defined
by its negation, i.e., risk. When it comes to chatbots, trust is often defined by
a replacement, i.e., transparency (of systems or agents). When we face trust
squarely rather than leaning on its negation or replacement, the common denomi-
nator between the cryptocurrency domain and the usage of a chatbot is the social
nature of trust. Trust in and through blockchain showed that beyond engineering
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efforts, we should see trust as foregrounding our social interactions (Garfinkel
1963; Watson 2009), given the risky cryptocurrency market. Similarly, trust in
and through bots zooms in on the social, dyadic level of trust, in which there is
tendency to conflate trust with transparency. First we cover transparency and why
it frequently replaces trust in terms of agents, before turning to trust in and through
(perceived to be social) bots.
Transparency stands for how a technological system communicates to users

about its inner workings, e.g., why it got to a certain decision, and in whose hands
responsibilities lie for its inner workings (Floridi and Cowls 2019; High-Level
Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence 2019). Hence, prior research indicates a
strong link between agents that transparently communicate information with users
and people’s resulting trust in these agents, especially in collaborative settings
(Muir 1987; Lim et al. 2009; Mercado et al. 2016). People are likely to trust bots
that gives clear, rational reasoning via suitable modalities, like visual GUIs, text,
or speech, compared to those that do not give explanations (Wang et al. 2016;
Lyons et al. 2017; de Visser et al. 2012; Jian et al. 2000).
Problems arise when transparency can lead to over-trust and under-trust; people

can over-rely on agentswhen they should not Skitka et al. (1999) and Schaffer et al.
(2019). Or, they may under-trust agents when they should trust them when agents’
information sharing can aid doubt rather than trust (Springer and Whittaker 2018).
The missing point is that when studies rely on transparency cues to arrive at trust,
trust is purely treated as an outcomemeasure, not taking into account its social nature
(Garfinkel 1963; Watson 2009), malleable as a process (Nickel 2013, 2015).
The divide between trust as a technical outcomevs. its social nature persists if one

believes that risk (at meso to macro levels for cryptocurrency) and transparency (at
the micro level for chatbots) can be controlled to bring about trust or replace trust.
Hence, our interactions with many forms of technology reveal the social-technical
gap; agents can support users in their technical capacities, but such capacities
cannot be a priori designed to meet users’ social needs (Ackerman 2000). The
pro and con of chatbots are that they appear social and are treated in social ways
(Nass et al. 1994), but they are technically unable to be as social at the same level
as human beings. Then why do people still attempt to socialize with bots?
Chatbots as social interfaces can seem trustworthy for people (Nordheim et al.

2019), especially when bots can potentially support people’s emotions (Zamora
2017; Lee et al. 2019). For long-term use, trust in a chatbot is important to build
relationships (Clark et al. 2019). We see that even for short-term interactions with
functional bots, trust makes a difference. There are five factors that contribute
to people’s trust in a chatbot that operates in low-risk settings, e.g., customer
support. They are a chatbot’s (1) perceived expertise, (2) responsiveness, as well
as (3) perceived risk and (4) brand perception, which are more on the chatbot’s
environment, and (5) a user’s tendency to trust technology (Nordheim et al. 2019;
Følstad et al. 2018). Many of these factors on trust hint at transparency on a bot’s
functionality, not its social ability
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A chatbot can be all-around assistants like Siri3 or Alexa4. It can serve a spe-
cific function, such as Swelly5, a bot for conducting polls on messaging channels.
But as of now, many chatbots do not meet user expectations, even if they are
increasing in number and specialties (Luger and Sellen 2016; Clark et al. 2019).
People go through a lot of trial and error to orient themselves to what tasks
conversational agents are capable of in which contexts, and how to be properly
understood by these agents (Luger and Sellen 2016; Porcheron et al. 2018; Cowan
et al. 2019). Hence, most bots are more transparent about their functions than how
socially intelligent they can be.
Chatbots exist on social platforms that people already use like Facebook or

Slack. Even for text-based, functional bots that respond to our commands (writing
“save” as a command rather than writing to the chatbot “save this for me”), people
may expect a bot to communicate using “human language” when bots are on
chat platforms (Lee et al. 2017). An expectation of social intelligence may be
attributed to chatbots’ long history. The most famous chatbot is Weizenbaum’s
Eliza that people attributed anthropomorphic traits to when it posed as a therapist
without complex AI (Weizenbaum 1983). Since the publication on Eliza in 1966,
we have seen the growing use and interest in bots with a recent upsurge (Dale
2016). Examples like Microsoft’s Xiaoice6 are built to be anthropomorphic or to
pass the Turing test (Wang 2016).
Weizenbaum’s paper dates back more than 50 years. Blockchain is a relatively

new technology, with Bitcoin as the most famous cryptocurrency dating to 2008
(Nakamoto). While how long any technology has been present in the public con-
science is not trivial, the more important difference is that a chatbot, unlike block-
chain, is inherently easier to grasp. Humankind has seen conversation partners in
inanimate objects and nature for millennia, technology notwithstanding. Bots that
appear socially capable are more familiar to us than blockchain technology that
promises trust as a technological default, rather than as a social default. When
blockchain network prioritizes anonymity, knowable social actors and social trust
between stakeholders can be rare, and may become more prized. Trust cannot be
erased as the familiar backdrop of our social bonds. We now briefly explain how
Brokerbot worked before turning to our methodology and results.

3. Brokerbot

Brokerbot was a functional chatbot available via three platform applications: Tele-
gram, Slack, and Facebook Messenger. Telegram users were likely to have a more

3 Siri - https://www.apple.com/ios/siri/
4 Alexa - https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
5 Swelly - https://www.swell.wtf/
6 Xioaice - https://www.msxiaobing.com/
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Figure 1. Signals command on Brokerbot for Ethereum (ETH), a cryptocurrency.

sophisticated knowledge of cryptocurrency, followed by Slack users, and Messen-
ger users were least likely to have cryptocurrency knowledge. The communication
platform of choice signaled different user behavior and needs. For Brokerbot, the
most relevant group of participants were Telegram users since it is a preferred
platform by people investing in cryptocurrency.7 Messenger is the most widely
used communication channel by the general public.
Brokerbot responded to commands, such has “help” for directions on how

to use Brokerbot and “signals” for getting news on the latest market value of
cryptocurrencies in general, or about a specific coin (Figure 1). Values listed on
twelve major cryptocurrency exchanges were put together for the “signals” com-
mand (Brokerbot 2018). Brokerbot displayed cryptocurrency related news when
users type in “news” (Figure 2). When Brokerbot did not understand user input,
it issued an error message and attempted to guess what the user meant while
referring to itself as “I” (Figure 3). Other commands and customization options
were available (Brokerbot 2018). Users could build their own news aggregator,
notifications, and market analyses options (Brokerbot 2018).
Brokerbot had a feature of connecting users’ investments (called wallets) in

coins like Bitcoin or Ethereum to exchanges. To do so, users first needed to
go to an exchange to create an API key. Then users had to go on Brokerbot’s
website and entered the API key to connect (Figure 4). Since this is a highly per-
sonal user information to share with an external party, Brokerbot recommended
users to add read-only keys, which will only give users their currency balances
on the connected account, e.g., Bittrex account information shown on Brokerbot.

7 Telegram is known to be privacy focused since its inception, which attracts those interested in cryptocur-
rency (https://telegram.org). Slack, on the other hand, is more workplace focused and has collaborative
features for teamwork. Comparisons are offered on the following page - https://medium.com/swlh/
telegram-vs-slack-whats-best-for-your-online-community-67c09f3d7496.
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Figure 2. News command on Brokerbot for Bitcoin (BTC).

As mentioned, developers took down Brokerbot in early 2019 after they noticed
a sharp decrease in users (only 6-7% users remained) when the cryptocurrency
market crashed.

4. Methodology

We interwove perspectives of Brokerbot’s developers and users with and with-
out previous experience in cryptocurrency, supporting triangulation (Webb et al.
1966; Kirk et al. 1986). The caveat is that we have a limited amount of data
per each data type. We employed group triangulation by involving different

Figure 3. Error message on Brokerbot. Litecoin and Lisk are cryptocurrencies.
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Figure 4. Inserting the API key on Brokerbot.

type of stakeholders (developers, novices, and investors), as well as qualitative-
quantitative triangulation since we supplemented diverse type of qualitative
data (interviews, focus group, and observations) with usability testing data with
descriptive statistics (Wilson 2006; Jick 1979). Each step of data collection thus
was informed by prior data gathered.

4.1. Participants

All participants are listed in Table 1. The developers of Brokerbot were con-
tacted personally. While the founding team originally consisted of four people,
we jointly interviewed one founder (D1) as the main developer of the chatbot and
another who has a business background (D2) in 2018. We first decided on a joint
interview because Brokerbot was a fledgling startup; a conversational interaction
between two founders with different backgrounds was informative in how they
envisioned the direction and identity of Brokerbot in similar and dissimilar ways.
After Brokerbot was taken down in 2019, we decided to conduct a retrospective
interview, for which one founder was available (D1).
To recruit users, we distinguished between novice and experienced individuals

in cryptocurrency. For novices, we contacted students of Eindhoven University of

Table 1. Description of participants.

Participants Category Method

D1 Developer 1 - Founder Joint and 1-on-1 interviews

D2 Developer 2 - Founder Joint interview

U1 - U6 Users 1 to 6 - Novices Usability testing and focus group

U7 - U8 Users 7 to 8 - Novices Usability testing

I1-5 Investors 1 to 5 1-on-1 interviews

Meetup attendees 50 enthusiasts Observations of 3 meetups
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Technology in the Netherlands who were interested in cryptocurrency, but without
much knowledge of it. Eight students took part in moderated usability testing and
of those (U1-8), six stayed for the follow up focus group interview (U1-6). After-
wards, cryptocurrency investors were identified and contacted via LinkedIn and
during cryptocurrency meetups, and five were interviewed (I1-5). The first author
attended three cryptocurrency meetups, documented field notes, and presented
Brokerbot in one meetup for an interactive discussion with the audience (around
50 meetup attendees per meetup). During the first meetup, the first author commu-
nicated with the organizers about the purpose of the research, gained permission
to observe meetups, recruit potential interviewees, and to present Brokerbot for a
discussion during a following meetup.

4.2. Procedure

We utilized semi-structured interviews which are flexible to many research
agendas (Rabionet 2011). Some interview questions were prepared in advance
(Appendix C). The joint interview with developers was less structured, with a
few opening questions that allowed follow-up question to emerge organically. Our
first interview with founders sketched a background on why Brokerbot was built,
for whom it was intended, and their vision on future prospects. It also allowed
us to observe coherence or incoherence of opinion between the developers. This
served as a premise for next interviews, usability testing, and observations in the
field. Our one-on-one interviews with experienced cryptocurrency investors were
more structured, with additional questions being asked when appropriate or for
clarification.
We looked into how first-time users would interact with Brokerbot and con-

ducted usability testing (Rubin and Chisnell 2008). This was structured with
specific tasks that users performed with Brokerbot (Appendix A). After each task,
participants completed the single ease question (SEQ) that asked how difficult
or easy a task was on a five-point scale (Sauro and Dumas 2009). Each partici-
pant completed the usability test alone with experimenters, without interpersonal
influence between participants (Stewart and Shamdasani 2014). With those who
partook in usability testing, we did a focus group interview to gain open-ended
input about participants’ experience and overall feedback. Participants who went
through the same usability testing could discuss freely difficulties or suggestions.
It allowed us to gain insight on their broader thought process, a benefit of the
focus group method (Kitzinger 1995; Mazza 2006).
As for observations during meetups, we followed ethnography as a form

“phenomenological sociology”, in that the meetups served as contextual, social
situations that contain the culture, language, and mannerisms of cryptocurrency
investors and enthusiasts (Garfinkel 1967; Attewell 1974; Crabtree 1998; Dourish
2014). We did not analyze language used in depth, but were attentive to partici-
pants and attendees’ language to understand how cryptocurrency became tangible
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for them. We became aware of how people built on each others’ perspectives over
three meetups, what kind of knowledge investors had about cryptocurrency trends,
and how they viewed Brokerbot.
To note, unlike other sites of observation and engagement with specific work

cultures, e.g., air traffic control (Bentley et al. 1992), our participants were loosely
connected and were without strong norms. Due to cryptocurrency’s novelty, the
speed in which people’s interests develop and flounder was fast-paced. Not only
was Brokerbot a fledgling startup (and a chatbot), but meetup attendees and
investors were in a fledgling community. Thus, cultural practices therein may
have been (comparatively) “thin” between participants though the interpretive
world is “thick”, filled with our readings of collected data (Dourish 2014; Geertz
1973). We focused on how attendees interacted with each other and how they
built on previous meetups as a new, local cryptocurrency community. Observing
a cryptocurrency community and its members contextualized our interviews and
usability testing (Figure 5).
Before each interview, participants were asked to read the informed consent

form, ask any questions, and to sign it. We made video and audio recordings with
the developers, usability testing and the focus group participants. Audio record-
ings were made for individual interviews. Our informed consent stated that video
and audio recordings will be used for research purposes only, and that partici-
pation was voluntary. Our participants were paid, unless they did not want to be
compensated.
All interviews were transcribed, and the research team analyzed the mate-

rial. We iteratively approached our complementary methods by collecting data
in a step-by-step manner, while the first author’s participation in cryptocurreny
meetups was ongoing and in parallel to interviews. We relied on thematic analy-
sis (Braun and Clarke 2006) to find a coherent thread in our multi-layered data.
Our research question was the following. How do developers and users (investors
and novices) of a cryptocurrency chatbot experience the process of trust in and
through the bot, both as an object of trust in and of itself, and as a conduit to the
larger cryptocurrency ecosystem?

5. Results

The prescient outlook according to participants was that the current state of
blockchain technology is akin to how the internet developed in the early nineties
(but at a faster rate, some note). We go beyond the fact that a trustworthy cryp-
tocurrency chatbot mattered for participants, for what trust meant came with many
“unknown unknowns” due to domain novelty.
We outline four themes that illustrate (1) trust in Brokerbot as a tool and (2)

trust in Brokerbot as a social chatbot, which are on the dyadic level gap; we turn
to (3) trust in the cryptocurrency market and (4) trust in blockchain for societal
changes that touch upon the meso to macro scale, i.e., the societal level gap. The
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Figure 5. Meetup discussion groups.

themes show the complex nature of trust-related bonds and concerns between
users, developers, and Brokerbot that take place in the larger arena of the cryp-
tocurrency market and blockchain technology. Our themes stem from the nested
social-technical gap, or a gap within a gap, of trust (Figure 6). First at the dyadic
level, there is a gap between individuals and Brokerbot; the larger gap is at the
societal level between promises of blockchain technology and the messy reality of
the cryptocurrency market and actors within it. The gap is exposed when consid-
ering various frictions in how trust is viewed and formed by users and developers
of Brokerbot.

5.1. Trust in Brokerbot as a tool

Users and developers shared similar sentiments on the importance of a functional
chatbot that filters and delivers information to users in a timely and relevant man-
ner. But, how to effectively implement such a bot that is trusted by all parties
is a challenge. We cover factors that impact trust in the bot as a tool. For its
perceived expertise (Nordheim et al. 2019), different capabilities of Brokerbot
mattered the most. Participants compared Brokerbot to what they already knew:
novices compared Brokerbot to Google, investors compared it to other cryptocur-
rency tools, and developers compared between different features of Brokerbot and
their assumptions about users’ needs.

5.1.1. Cumbersome UX for engendering trust: “A journey for them to discover
these features”
In 2018, Developer 1 stated “it takes a bit of time to earn trust. If the app is safe
and rated as safe, that happens”, which paralleled Investor 2’s view: “if I would
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Figure 6. The nested social-technical gap of trust at dyadic and societal levels: Stakehold-
ers and their relationship between each other, Brokerbot, the cryptocurrency market, and
blockchain technology are shown. Novice users were the farthest away from understanding
and participating in the cryptocurrency market and developments on blockchain. Via Broker-
bot, novices could get news or information about cryptocurrencies without having to invest in
coins, yet they were neither embedded in the market nor technologies behind it, unlike devel-
opers or investors. Developers were more aware of and participated in blockchain’s technical
developments compared to other stakeholders.

start using Brokerbot, initially I wouldn’t trust (it) [...], but the confidence would
grow over time”. The highest sign of user trust in Brokerbot was API coupling
(Figure 4, task 10 in Appendix A). Yet, less than 2% to 3% of the users completed
this coupling in 2018. The reason is that “[...] 20% of the users are very technical, they

know what an API key is. Then the second step is gaining trust: the fact that you are using platforms like

Telegram, which cater to the people that like privacy, they’ll be a bit apprehensive in handing over to a

third party their API keys” (D1), since Brokerbot will have highly personal information
on users’ wallets. But there is a “lack of awareness that this thing can actually be
done” (D2). API coupling is not done via Brokerbot in the chat, but on the website
“because you can’t force people in the beginning to make a (trading) account to
see the value behind the product, so it is a bit of a journey for them to discover
these features” (D1). Developers chose to hide a risky, but powerful feature than
to transparently display it.
Our usability testing (Appendices A and B) surprisingly demonstrated that Bro-

kerbot was overall, easy to use for beginners with some technical background or
interest in cryptocurrencies. However, without user’s own initiative to get to know
Brokerbot it may not be usable or useful, especially for API coupling. Users’
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“journey” to discover Brokerbot’s top expertise was not for everyone (less than
2% to 3%). The cumbersome UX of switching between the website and Broker-
bot to couple the API key was intentional to gain user trust: “we thought we’d capitalize
on this (frequent hacks) and make it very explicit that (Brokerbot) is secure [...] we imagined that people

would go for something that is secure” (2019). This lowered most users’ perceived exper-
tise in Brokerbot: “if you don’t link your account and just ask for the simple
commands, you don’t get the feeling that the product is actually very powerful
and very smart” (D2). Developers deliberately did not advertise or share that API
key coupling was possible in order to gain users’ trust. “With technology that’s
not battle tested like ours, we don’t have any proven record. [...] I wouldn’t trust
a new company with my data, specifically with my secrets like password and
API keys” (D1, 2019). Developers thought that their users would be as concerned
about privacy as themselves, which was mostly not the case for users, due to their
unawareness.

5.1.2. Brokerbot as a “search engine”
Developers’ conception of trust was based on their own habits, not users’ habits.
Developers in 2018 viewed Brokerbot’s expertise as high since it can distribute
information on cryptocurrencies and help people manage their investments. But
by 2019 they realized that users “viewed the bot as a kind of a search engine; they didn’t view

it as a portfolio manager and I think it’s also our mistake that we tried to do too many things at once

and we should have just focused on what it does best, which was being a search engine for crypto, for

events, ICOs (Initial Coin Offering to invest in new cryptocurrency) and other information” (D1). He
realized that Brokerbot was seen as a Jack of all features, master of none, i.e., low
perceived expertise in doing any one thing well.
We saw that novices who partook in usability testing and the follow up focus

group gravitated to specific features they liked and anchored Brokerbot’s capa-
bilities on that. They valued commands like status or signals (Figure 1) that
immediately captured the market movement. User 3 thus said “I would use Bro-
kerbot for signals, but for the rest, I would use Google”. But in contrast, User 4
shared “as a complete newb I would probably use it, and I would probably like to use it when I get

Brokerbot correctly set up. And it will take a longer bit of time but it would be useful. I wouldn’t really

recommend it to others, but I am not sure because I haven’t used it for a long time. I like the bot even

though you can probably do it with Google search. I think it’s still nice to be able to do all of that in

one place without any information that you don’t want there”. Novices found connecting the
API key to be difficult and wanted more thorough documentation or multi-media
guides like videos in the chat, which would go beyond seeing Brokerbot as a mere
“search engine”.

5.1.3. Mediate human capabilities: “I am ok with a stupid machine, but not with
a smart machine taking over”
To further Brokerbot’s development, novices recommended to a trading bot with
market predictability features, but to a lesser extent than investors. Investors or
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enthusiasts already managed their own investments and had a habit of keeping
up with basic cryptocurrency related news. Already a few investors have tried
bots that trade for them, such as ProfitTrailer8, but did not continue to use such
bots. They were seeking greater “intelligence” in a tool that comes with a high
speciality, as long as it does not overtake their independence: “[...] if I give a
bot a go-through to buy and sell my coins I won’t be very confident. I still do
(it). Put a rule if it goes through this then you sell it. Stock position. I still do
that if the currency hits some value, sell it or buy it. But I don’t trust a bot [...]
it’s just not ready for a complete takeover. I am ok with a stupid machine but
not with a smart machine taking over” (I1). Investors mostly wanted control over
their trainable “stupid” bot and did not want a “smart machine taking over” while
reducing the burden of managing multiple investments. Any cryptocurrency bot’s
expertise should not exceed human control to foster trust. Trust, then, is a concept
that goes beyond system reliability or usability. In this context, trust helps with
capability mediation, i.e., extending people’s capabilities, which is what a bot can
do.

5.2. Trust in Brokerbot as a conversational agent

There were different expectations per stakeholder on Brokerbot’s “chat” func-
tionality, impacting its perceived usefulness (c.f., Corritore et al., 2003). Two
tensions highlighted mismatched expectations. First, on human-bot interaction,
novices who were not technically proficient expected Brokerbot to understand
natural language input. But, developers only designed Brokerbot to respond to
specific commands, which is the norm for most functional bots on messaging plat-
forms that investors were familiar with. Second, on bot-mediated human-human
interaction, some novices and investors wanted to get in touch with user support
personnel or developers through Brokerbot. Developers were apprehensive about
this, as it would not support user privacy.

5.2.1. /(Slash) commands as queries: Intuitive for the initiated
Brokerbot was easy to use for those who are familiar with slash commands.
Investor 1 stated “bots are a very intuitive system because I know [...] slash com-
mand(s) that are there. A first time user does not know that”.9 To note, the slash
itself is not a necessity (Figures 1 and 2), but simple commands are needed,
not natural language input. This is why I1 would not recommend Brokerbot to
beginners. On top of the steep learning curve regarding cryptocurrency, there
is the learning curve for command based chats that only technically proficient

8 https://profittrailer.com/
9 Slash commands on Slack: https://slack.com/intl/en-nl/help/articles/201259356-Use-built-in-slash-commands
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people would find intuitive. This was a hurdle, given that the developers wanted
Brokerbot to “transition beginners to experts” (2018).

5.2.2. Ignored natural language input: “Please kill this thing”
The culture difference between those who use functional commands vs. natural
language is demonstrated by how people unsubscribe to daily updates on two
platforms. On Messenger, notifications had to be reduced “because people were literally
annoyed. Some people became quite desperate to stop the bot, everything from reporting it, blocking it, to

saying “stop” [...]. Telegram users have very low error rate. They issue commands, they don’t seem to mind

any of the notifications that we send” (D1). But Messenger users wrote “please stop”, “get
me out of here”, or even “please kill this thing” (D2) rather than “unsubscribe”
like Telegram users.
Such behavior signals that novice users on Messenger did not know how

to issues commands and that Brokerbot was not trained on natural language
processing. Additionally, cryptocurrency information that Brokerbot sent daily
may not have been useful for Messenger users. After noticing Messenger users’
behavior, developers made an unsubscribe button at the end of daily notifi-
cations (as a visual cue) rather than expecting them to type “unsubscribe”.
Developers focused on users’ negative experiences, but not all messages to Bro-
kerbot were negative. Some users sent positive comments like “I love you”
(D1). Users generally tested Brokerbot’s natural language capabilities with both
positive and negative messages, but negative messages related more to Bro-
kerbot not working in the intended or expected way, demonstrating unmet
expectations.

5.2.3. Gaining information: Brokerbot as a gateway to cryptocurrencies
Novices might have tried out Brokerbot as a gateway to the cryptocurrency world.
However, there is a steep learning curve when it comes to cryptocurrencies for
most people, on top of the (less steep) learning curve for issuing commands. As
Investor 5 stated, “I still feel (like) an amateur, [...] after at least two weeks almost
full time” spent on learning about cryptocurrency in the beginning and with ample
trading experience since then. He wondered how a “normal” (I5) person would
get into it.
D1 shared thought that novice users were likely to be more impressed by

Brokerbot than investors since “not knowing what’s under the hood and see-
ing it working...maybe has some mystique”. Thus at face value, the bot was a
simple information distributor for novices trying to understand cryptocurrency:
“they (novices) thought that Brokerbot [...] would help them get into it (cryp-
tocurrency) by reading news [...]. Facebook users especially loved reading news
and scrolling through tabs, etc...Technical users were more interested in build-
ing a portfolio” (D1). Reading about the cryptocurrency market may seem less
daunting and more accessible than assembling a portfolio, or starting with minor
investments.
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5.2.4. Privacy concerns vs. chat-as-service
We have considered how novices and investors, based on their background knowl-
edge and expectations, demonstrate different messaging behavior to Brokerbot.
Another facet is that users can be messaging through Brokerbot to reach a per-
son. “If people actually start writing to the bot hoping that someone sees their
messages. [...] then it is actually a good thing because you will see some diver-
gences in their behavior and then you can act upon them” (D2). Even experienced
cryptocurrency investors may appreciate the human touch: “I would love [...] a
button to talk to a real person behind it as an additional service” (I3). However,
developers would like to have the least amount of personally identifiable infor-
mation about their user base, even if users directly want help from a chatbot’s
creators.
The lack of chat history anonymity between users and developers can be prob-

lematic for trust. Developers were highly apprehensive about privacy settings that
third party platforms imposed on Brokerbot, i.e., Facebook Messenger, which did
not align with their notion of trust. When chatbots are built for specific communi-
cation platforms, they inherit the T&C (Terms and Conditions) of those platforms.
This was the most “discomforting” (D1) aspect without a clear solution: “a creator
of the chatbot can see the messages because that is how the Messenger platform works. You can log into

your backend and see every conversation that the user has had. That is not something that you can dis-

able unfortunately [...] That means that if (users) have agreed to the T&C of Facebook and [...] Facebook

has approved these applications, (consent) is basically implied. I do not think that is clear for users at all.

[...] it is not something that I want to see. [...] I do not want to be biased by it (messages)”. Facebook
users’ consent to share their information and messages with bot creators is only
implied through Facebook’s T&C, not explicitly sought. Surprisingly, none of the
participants other than the developers mentioned personally identifiable chat his-
tory as an issue. This suggests a conflict between information distributors’ respect
for user privacy and users’ desire for interpersonal contact. Participants did not
comment on how risky it would be to reveal their identity— users instead would
gain trust in the bot when they know that real people behind the bot care about
them by responding to their needs.

5.3. Trust in the cryptocurrency market

The cryptocurrency market is riddled with risks, such as potential hacks or inac-
curate investment information. But, stakeholders viewed risks differently, with
varying takes on trust. Developers were more risk averse than users, i.e., they
were more aware of and concerned about exposing users to risks compared to
users themselves. This is due to developers’ greater awareness of privacy issues
and legal gray zones, as well as seeing the market and their bot not as mere
means for making profit. Investors were risk tolerant; they sought out trust in a
trading bot due to financial payoffs that the market could bring, despite potential
risks.
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5.3.1. Trust in the bot, but not the market
In 2018, D1 noted that “every couple of weeks you’d hear about an attack or a
hack and that was a huge concern”, which was why they initially emphasized how
secure Brokerbot was to gain trust (D1, D2). But this was not enough. Investors
did not see trust as an a priori given; they used an array of exchanges and/or
apps for investments, rather than trusting just one source. For one, cryptocurrency
exchanges are not trusted to always be available: “ I don’t have (investment) on a single

exchange but on three or four exchanges. I don’t trust one staying up all the time. That happened with

me once. Coinbase10 stopped selling [...]. [...] It’s like leaving all the money in one bank and not being

able to invest in anything (I1)”. Experienced investors were aware of risks that come
with trusting a single application or exchange due to the volatile cryptocurrency
market.
Investors thus separated between the application itself and the sources it is con-

nected to; even if Brokerbot is credible, its sources may not be: “Brokerbot by its
own I am not questioning its credibility, but I do so for the sources it takes me
to” (I1). Here, the negation is present, i.e., rather than sharing that Brokerbot is
credible, I1’s phrasing is that the bot’s credibility was not questioned. To put this
positively, Brokerbot can be trusted as an entity on its own right, i.e., an object
of trust, but I1 is hesitant on whether Brokerbot can be a mediator of trust in
the cryptocurrency infosphere. I1’s initial doubt is well-founded, given that cryp-
tocurrency news posts can be “really transparent about promoting a coin and (others are) not

very transparent about it. They would maybe start talking about blockchain and a problem that exists in

blockchain and then mention some solutions which are also sponsored. [...] The only way to get the real

truth is by following their GitHub repositories and their issues and the discussions that are going on”
(D1).11 News sources are not always accurate. So, developers sometimes manu-
ally checked Brokerbot’s sources, and got “meta-information about the GitHub
repository, how many stars or contributors (the cryptocurrency project) has and
would also push that data for users. But that wasn’t something popular that people
asked” (D1).

5.3.2. Risk/reward tradeoff and legal implications
Stakeholders had different takes on the risk/reward tradeoff. Developers’ main
interest was in blockchain and technological developments, which was why they
built Brokerbot as an exemplary case. They did not design Brokerbot for active
trading. But, Brokerbot users wanted information on potential rewards, not how
innovative or engaged a coin’s development team was on Github. “(Users) will
look at the ICO12 like ‘how much does it cost me to get in?’” (D1) and how much
profit could be made.

10 Coinbase - https://www.coinbase.com/
11 Cryptocurrencies are built by people who work on a specific variation of blockchain technology that
require collaborations over coins’ development on platforms like GitHub (https://github.com).
12 Initial coin offering, which is like the initial public offering for shares of companies.
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Developers were risk averse due to difficulties regarding “legal implication [...]. How

do you draw the line between financial advice and non-financial advice? [...] We are just collecting all of

data streams, putting them together and offering an overall image of how things are. [...] we are helping

the user make a better informed decisions, but the decision is strictly theirs. [...] But anyone could [...]

invest because the bot said confidence is high [...] and it actually went down. [...] defining this very thin

line is one of the aspects we will need to be very careful with” (Developer 2). This resonated
with what experienced traders are looking for: “accurate information in real time
or at least near real time information, as you need to make up your decisions in
this split second” (I3).
However, information accuracy and timeliness for “split second” decisions

means “near real time” is not likely to be good enough for most investors; many
wanted the bot to make the decisions on their behalf, after they have trained it. In
one meetup, an enthusiast commented that as long as the trading bot also shared
the burden of losses, it can also take its percentage in gains. Their focus was on
potential rewards, not risks.
Investors therefore did not see Brokerbot to be uniquely necessary compared

to other cryptocurrency tools they knew. They requested Brokerbot to take more
risks, such as going beyond connecting their wallets to actually trading cryptocur-
rencies. In describing how to train a bot, Investor 4 focused on the “red side of the
cryptocurrencies, those that are falling rapidly because many of those are [...] bad
investments but some can come back and make a good investment”. So he would
like “to have an algorithm imitate a cryptocurrency and the user can then try to
make small profits on those fluctuations [...]. Also (you can) [] test other bots to
train them tricks to make the investments for yourself”. Note here, teaching bots
“tricks” is still based on user-control, not fully autonomous “smart machine” (I1).
Investors wanted to experiment with new ways to maximize their opportunities.
Meetup attendees thought that access to others’ trained bots can be helpful. But,

they did not want their own bots to necessarily follow investment trends because
that would breed “herd” behavior, not independent decision-making. If a bot is
accessed and governed by thousands of people, it is an easy target for hackers.
Another danger is that some users may manipulate their data to set investment
trends for profit. Investors weighed the a trade-off between learning from other
people and being influenced by others’ decisions, be it falling prey to “herd”
behavior or hacks. A transparent bot that aggregates different users’ investment
decisions (while anonymized) can be secure, but without high user trust since that
does not help with uniquely lucrative investments.
The bot and its creators would be trusted with judgments on trading to make

and lose money together with its user base. For those motivated by financial pos-
sibilities, high risk of cryptocurrency investments also meant potential high gains.
Regardless of investors’ various renditions of a trading bot, developers were con-
cerned with the gray zone between financial advice and non-financial advice and
therefore did not want to implement a trading bot that many were seeking. Devel-
opers neither wanted to risk their users nor themselves. In other words, users’ trust
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in Brokerbot for potential financial gains was not the focus for developers, for it
may signal people’s shortsightedness in comparison to developers’ apprehension
towards unclear legal and/or societal structures of the cryptocurrency market.

5.4. Trust in blockchain for societal changes

Though investors mainly trusted themselves on “trustless” cryptocurrency net-
works, they were positive about what blockchain can contribute at a societal level.
Developers had more nuanced views on the dangers of “immutable records”. We
here address why trust in the first instantiation of blockchain technology, i.e.,
cryptocurrency, is not yet blossoming and look into the future of blockchain to
address societal issues.

5.4.1. Market manipulations: “Blockchain wasn’t meant to be fair from the
beginning”
The unresolved problem of how decentralized, “trustless” blockchain technology
can reach the masses faces two conjoined issues. One is untrustworthy “whale”
wallets13 manipulating the market. Another issue is corporations’ potential to
exert greater control over the market to make cryptocurrency more mainstream.
Facebook’s Diem association14, for instance, is driven by corporations even after
events like the Cambridge Analytica scandal.15 Developer 1 spoke about a recent
market crash (2019): “the biggest problem was that the majority (of coins) [...] was in very few

wallets and it’s constantly susceptible to manipulation. You saw these huge spikes by these whale wal-

lets, they’d be called, constantly moving tens, hundreds, millions (of coins). Even though you have a very

active portion of your blockchain users who are trustless, what do you do against these speculators? That’s

something that really, definitely (felt) bitter [...]. You had no protection. Some of them can just dump the

entire market in one day and you’d lose a lot of money [...] it’s all very rough, very volatile.” Devel-
opers who were also seasoned investors knew that the market is not a fair place,
and neither is blockchain itself: “blockchain wasn’t meant to be fair from the beginning; [...] you

got wallets with millions in Bitcoin that are just stale, probably lost in a hard drive in a dumpster some-

where [...], but you also got certain individuals that acquired it by sheer luck. [...] you can’t do anything

to redistribute that money. It wasn’t fairly acquired” (D1). Therefore in practice, blockchain
does not deliver its promise, going against the vision and design of blockchain as
“trustless” technology.

13 Wallets that are moving thousands or millions of coins.
14 The association was previously called the Libra consortium. Diem was launched in 2021 - https://www.
coindesk.com/facebook-libra-stablecoin-january-2021.
15 “When platforms manipulate the way we see the world, in ways that we often don’t even notice, that
affects our ability to understand the world around us. It can be hard for us to make good decisions, if
we’re not confident of the facts. And that can stop our markets, and even our democracies, from working
well,” Vestager (European Commissioner for Competition) warned.”- From Fortune: https://fortune.com/
2019/09/13/vestager-big-tech-democracy-cambridge-analytica.
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5.4.2. Blockchain for the masses: The unrealized dream
Blockchain “became the buzzword. So it is very hard to distinguish between
signal and noise in that” (Investor 1). But across board, the hope is that cryptocur-
rencies will be “accessible for everyone. It needs to be considerably easier for
everyone to use [...] it will impact the future because it’s [...] how you can avoid
crashes from politics, but I think there will be a way for politics to have a covering
hand on it, to regulate it” (I2). The contradiction of regulating non-centralized,
distributed networks in order to bring blockchain to the public is the current prob-
lem that is difficult to realize. This is what Developer 1 suggests Facebook’s Diem
(formerly Libra) is attempting to solve. However,“if you look at Libra, their idea of decen-
tralized was to give 1% to a hundred sponsors of the blockchain, the Libra consortium which would invest

at least $10 million and would have certain technical requirements in terms of their data centers [...],

basically owned by big corporations. That’s it. Because they supply the computing power.” If acces-
sibility for all is the end goal, making “trustless” blockchain mainstream comes
with oversight by corporations, not by individuals themselves. For individuals to
care, “maybe it will take a few generations of people who are a bit more tech
savvy, but also a bit more privacy concerned” (D1). The implication is that we,
as the public, need to mature to utilize blockchain as a “bottom-up” initiative, in
order to take ownership over the technology since it directly affects our privacy
when corporations take on ownership. As of now, the greater adoption of peer-to-
peer exchanges may mean more peer-to-corporate-to-peer exchanges, much like
how shared data between people are mediated by larger tech corporations as the
current norm.

5.4.3. The future of social policies: “Blockchain assumes that there will never
be any mistakes”
Blockchain’s power to make information transparent and immutable as public
records is a double edged sword. It is said that “certain human problems can be solved with

blockchain. So for example, we have a database for sex offenders and pedophiles. (But) what if you got

there unjustly? [...] It’s immutable. You’re always there, stained. Even if you’re completely not guilty. I

mean, you see people walking out of prison after 20 years because they were exonerated. So that’s really

bad because you have a stain, a record forever, and people don’t really care about that because they asso-

ciate you with your existence in that database. So that’s something that blockchain isn’t going to fix.

(It) basically assumes that there will never be any mistakes, which is not possible” (D1). Here, the
social-technical gap of trust between blockchain’s technical design and social pol-
icy design is mentioned. Enabling trust by the design of blockchain technology
(and many variations therein) means that certain issues, like voting fraud, can be
helped by immutable, public records that peers manage without a central govern-
ing organization: “if they would apply blockchain on political elections then they
can’t be hacked” (I4). However, blockchain for other social problems can cause
inaccurate information and human mistakes to persist in an immutable chain of
records. Technical solutions cannot adequately address social problems (Acker-
man 2000); blockchain alone cannot create and maintain trust between people,
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and in some cases, it can actually cause additional social problems with grave con-
sequences, e.g. individuals may get wrongly blamed and marked as social threats
on record immutably.

5.5. Summary

Trust is fragile. It is continuously negotiated, particularly in ecologies new tech-
nology disrupts. The social-technical gap of trust is on (1) who can(not) directly
contribute to blockchain as demonstrated by mismatched expectations in human-
bot interactions and bot-mediated human-human interactions, (2) who controls
market movements for the public adoption of blockchain, and (3) who gets
affected by social policies that are enabled by blockchain technology.
We observed how stakeholders’ trust in and through Brokerbot mediates trust

in the cryptocurrency ecosystem. Novices were likely to trust Brokerbot firstly as
a chatbot and secondly as a tool, whereas investors were likely to trust Broker-
bot firstly as a tool (for optimizing trading) and secondly as a chatbot. Novices
who did not know how to issue commands or have a passing interest in cryp-
tocurrencies may have quickly lost trust in Brokerbot both as a tool and a chatbot.
What these users desired was that the bot should be a gateway to understand and
participate in the cryptocurrency ecosystem, yet Brokerbot for some became a
gatekeeper instead.
There were chat-as-service expectations that Brokerbot did not meet for two

related reason. First, it could not use or understand natural language. Second,
Brokerbot’s developers did not want access to users’ personally identifiable infor-
mation. Novices and investors were, however, tolerant of risks associated with
revealing personally identifiable information to developers and platforms like
Facebook, for they wanted to be personally helped through the bot. Brokerbot
could neither support all users’ conversational style in its role as a chatbot nor
socially support people to fully participate in the ecosystem. It only technically
mediated people’s relationship to the cryptocurrency market.
Investors and developers did not trust the cryptocurrency ecosystem that

impacted their behavior in different ways. Even with distrust in the market,
investors focused on risk-maximizing behavior for financial gain, for which Bro-
kerbot was a potential tool. Investors thought the bot was not vigilant enough
in making profit. This was at odds with developers’ ethical standpoint on user
privacy, which developers more critically engaged with than users themselves.
Developers’ risk-reducing measures due to their distrust in the market con-
trasted with investors’ expectations that Brokerbot should cater to their investment
activities.
Even if investors distrusted the cryptocurrency ecosystem, they did not distrust

blockchain. Investors were hopeful about what blockchain can do for our society,
more so than developers. Developers did not see blockchain as a solution because
blockchain itself cannot guarantee social values like fairness or trust; technical
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solutions of immutable records also means persistence of potential mistakes. As
an environment that blockchain technology was able to create, the cryptocurrency
marketplace is far from upholding fairness, transparency, and trust. Idolizing new
technology is not the same as working with its potential and limits to rethink how
trust between people can be better negotiated due to and through technology.

6. Discussion

Cryptocurrency stakeholders such as users, exchanges, merchants, miners (Sas
and Khairuddin 2015; Shcherbak 2014), and information distributors like Broker-
bot engage in an increasingly elaborate and Byzantine ecosystem. They constantly
deal with the uncertainty of cryptocurrencies’ values, an increasing number of
digital coins, and divided opinions on what is trustworthy. Additionally, there are
countless individuals on the sideline who cannot make sense of cryptocurrency,
let alone trust it. This is the backdrop to the nested social-technical gap (Figure 6);
interactions at dyadic and societal levels underpin how trust is fostered or
lost.
When perceived risks are particularly high in novel domains, how and why

some individuals disengage with the trust-building process should be more closely
examined. What technology becomes worthy of whose trust when (as we shape
it) is a socio-technical problem. Blockchain, like many other technologies, can
advantage some and disadvantage others. Not all stakeholders may feel welcomed
to partake in the trust-building process, with the cryptocurrency ecosystem as
an exemplary case. How can trust be then fostered on distributed, anonynimized
networks, when we are told that trust in blockchain technology itself is enough as
a revolution?
Even if blockchain may be “trustless”, i.e., technology in itself is trusted to

work (Sas and Khairuddin 2015), we find that trust in cryptocurrency information
distributors and their information sources still matter in how cryptocurrencies cir-
culate on blockchain networks as social trust (Sas and Khairuddin 2015). Because
users expected Brokerbot to usher in social trust, Brokerbot became a media-
tor of some people’s trust in cryptocurrency (albeit imperfectly), for it served as
an object of trust as a chatbot. As of now, people may not trust cryptocurren-
cies as unfamiliar forms of technology, but they may more easily trust chatbots
that interact with them on familiar messaging platforms, which inadvertently
can increase their expectations on the bot and cryptocurrency’s accessibility.
People’s differing perceptions of Brokerbot showed ways in which cryptocur-
rency is currently understandable only to minority groups, which affects how
blockchain may develop while remaining intangible at a societal level for most
individuals.
There is a lack of research on how trust may evolve with blockchain or other

disruptive technology. Past works on trust online dealt with users’ trust in trans-
actional systems (Corritore et al. 2003; Matzat and Snijders 2012), e.g., buyers’
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trust in sellers’ reputation on eBay16 (Cabral 2012). Also, trust in customer-
service chatbots was heavily indebted to brands they represent (Nordheim et al.
2019). But Brokerbot did not represent any brand or a specific coin, like Bitcoin.
It represented cryptocurrency generally while being a chatbot. It was a named
entity whereas blockchain depends on anonymity and immutability. On the inter-
net, apologies (when ecommerce interactions went awry), on top of reputation,
were found to help maintain trust (Matzat and Snijders 2012). Yet, sincere apolo-
gies and reputation management as social building blocks of trust may require
de-anonymization or entities (like chatbots) in lieu of identified individuals. This
is why on “trustless” networks, trusted interfaces still matter (Hawlitschek et al.
2018).
Trust in and through HCI is a process (Nickel 2013, 2015; Friedman et al.

2000). In particular, trust is foremost a social process, not a technical given
according to Garfinkel (1963) and Watson (2009). What is novel here is how
the concept of trust is challenged when looking at ecologies that are affected by
“trustless” blockchain. Technology continuously reshapes what can be socially
negotiated and by whom, affecting trust. We observed how people make sense of
or disengage with emerging ecologies through entangled technologies, e.g., con-
versational user interfaces and blockchain infrastructures. As a process of trust,
social tensions between stakeholders become visible due to and because of inter-
twined technologies. We now elaborate what trust is not, what it is, and what it
can be, based on our findings.

6.1. Trust is bracketed

Trusting an application and trusting specific features of an application is a helpful
distinction; it may be unrealistic that all features of a system will be trusted, just
as we do not expect ourselves to trust every aspect of another person (Muir 1987).
Some features of Brokerbot were trusted, e.g., cryptocurrency market status, but
other features were not always trusted, e.g., its sources of information. Further,
trust in one instantiation of technology, i.e., cryptocurrency, does not have to be
equated with trust in the technology itself, i.e., blockchain. Our trust in one web-
site or platform, e.g., Twitter, is not the same as our trust in the larger technology
that enables it, i.e., the internet.
However, when the enabling technology is not yet tangible enough to be trusted

or not, the first instantiations of new technology coupled with familiar technology
shape what people learn to trust. Feature-based trust at an application level may
work similarly. If people do not grasp specific features, e.g., API coupling, they
will gravitate to features they can understand, e.g., the chat interface. Trust is
based on features of a person, application, or technology we can understand, not

16 eBay - https://www.ebay.com/
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on features we do not understand. Trust is focused or bracketed; our trust will
form around what is knowable or tangible.

6.2. Trust is not usability

If a tool is defined as a set of features that can extend human capabilities, what
capabilities Brokerbot could extend was uncertain. If features are non-intuitive
or partially hidden, the purpose (not the use) of the tool can be misunderstood.
On average Brokerbot was easy to use, even for novices (Appendices A and B)
compared to other applications (Sauro and Dumas 2009). Users, however, did not
find Brokerbot to be very useful unless they were guided to its more powerful,
riskier features for trading or investment that developers wanted to put aside to
gain trust. Hence, usability may not be the key aspect when looking at trust in
disruptive technology.
We note contrasting aims of trust and usability for technological systems oper-

ating in the cryptocurrency arena. Criteria for ease of use in an emerging and/or
novel domain should address both content knowledge and system usability. Often,
system builders assume users to have some knowledge of the domain that the
system was created for. Whether Brokerbot is intended for beginners with zero
knowledge of and willingness to learn about cryptocurrency, or for beginners who
will dedicate time and effort to learn about cryptocurrency should be distinguished
to truly “transition beginners to experts” (Developer 1). Unless an application is
developed specifically for cryptocurrency specialists, educating new users who do
not have technical backgrounds and cryptocurrency knowledge is important
Making interactive guidelines targeted for beginners can help. First time users

can benefit from different type of media other than text-based directions currently
available. Videos on how to use Brokerbot was recommended during the focus
group interview. A related recommendation is to implement natural language
processing for Brokerbot for those who are not familiar with command style inter-
action. More material about basics of cryptocurrency to a chat interface, such
as an extension of the “help” command to offer fuller explanations of available
commands. Or, educational material in the chat can be offered, including how-
to-start videos and embedding longer guides on cryptocurrency trading. Usability
does not guarantee trust when domain knowledge is lacking. Increasing general
knowledge about cryptocurrency for beginners can provide a better foothold for
an application to be worthy of their trust, which can better contextualize usability.

6.3. Trust is not risk reduction or transparency

Defining trust via risk reduction flattens the notion of trust. Many users wanted to
trust Brokerbot as both a social bot and functional tool, risks aside. But developers
were more focused on reducing risks than increasing trust. Developers were risk
averse because they knew more about the domain and wanted to protect users and
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themselves. Thus, they did not transparently advertise risky features of Brokerbot.
So at first glance, some cryptocurrency investors did not know of Brokerbot’s
more powerful features, e.g., connecting API keys or creating one’s own news
aggregator, even if they would want to use these features. Presenting associated
risks of powerful features clearly rather than making them harder to find would
make these features more accessible.
Users can make their own choice about whether or not to use advanced features

with more information, e.g., accessible directions with benefits and drawbacks of
connecting API keys. But there is a caveat. If a system’s transparency on risks
means more people will take these risks without being fully informed, the point of
transparency should be reconsidered. As developers realized, greater transparency
on riskier features means taking on greater responsibility. Developers do not know
future consequences of users accessing powerful, riskier feature due to intercon-
nected ecologies, often with hidden risks. A complete lack of risks is not possible,
especially with novel technologies. People can and do trust despite risks. Focusing
on risk reduction does not clarify how trust as a social process is negotiated.

6.4. Trust in known technology can mediate trust in unknown technology

Until cryptocurrencies become more accessible and blockchain becomes a soci-
etal norm, mismatched expectations will be common on what an application can
and should do and what users want. Creating an application as an object of trust
alone is difficult enough, as developers experienced. And they did not intend for
Brokerbot to be a mediator of trust in cryptocurrency. The design choices they
made were in line with their idea of trustworthiness. But, features developers
rolled out were not clear enough in signaling what or who to trust for user, which
is why Brokerbot as an entity became an object and mediator of trust for some.
When the domain is novel with many unknown unknowns, applications like Bro-
kerbot are treading the dyadic, interactional level gap (how to talk to a bot), within
the larger societal level gap of trust in blockchain (whether to trust new technol-
ogy) that continuously morphs (Figure 6). People who find familiar technology,
e.g., a chatbot, to make sense of the unfamiliar, e.g., cryptocurrency, are doing
what any one of us would do when facing the unknown.
When any application intentionally or unintentionally mediates people’s trust

in domains that are fraught with uncertainty, application developers are as
vulnerable as users. Communicating that the bot and people behind the bot
are also figuring out the cryptocurrency domain, and that there is more to
blockchain than financial gain, may allow for greater understanding between
system users and builder. People trust in what they know because “trustless”
technology fosters social vulnerability due to technological anonymity. Priori-
tizing shared vulnerabilities rather than technological risks comes closer to how
trust can be better conceptualized when one technology mediates trust in another
technology.
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7. Conclusion

The social-technical gap is one of CSCW’s many contributions to HCI scholar-
ship (Ackerman 2000). More recently, it has been discussed that chatbots can
mind the social-technical gap, in that bots as social actors on messaging plat-
forms could mitigate technology’s inherent inability to meet people’s social needs
(Lee et al. 2017). Yet when it comes to chatbots and blockchain technology, the
case of Brokerbot showed an accentuation of the social-technical gap of trust
(Figure 6). Blockchain as a transparent, distributed, and immutable ledger tech-
nology values trust in its technical design (Nakamoto 2008; Swan 2015; Luther
2016; Tapscott and Tapscott 2016), yet the touted technical revolution faces social
complexities. Individuals are on their own when it comes to volatile market move-
ments, potentially unfair policies that blockchain can enable, and currently unmet
user expectations in human-bot interactions with cryptocurrency applications; our
work on Brokerbot provided a multi-faceted view on the social-technical gap of
trust.
There are limitations to our present findings. We did not compare Brokerbot

to other available bots. There are other chatbots that share cryptocurrency related
information and allow for trading, but are not many in number.17 We only looked
at short term user experience of Brokerbot. Thus the orientation stage (Karapanos
2013), i.e., when novices and investors first become familiar with the chabot, was
our focus, augmenting developers’ perspectives. Looking at long-term usage of
cryptocurrency applications would be a helpful next step. Also, different groups
can be more thoroughly observed with a larger number of participants. With lim-
itations in mind, our aim was to understand the complex interplay of Brokerbot’s
developers, its users, the bot itself, and their intertwined relationship to make
sense of the process of trust (Nickel 2015) through multiple research methods.
Research on cryptocurrency applications and networks is a nascent area. So

far, no prior study on the cryptocurreny ecosystem (Khairuddin and Sas 2019;
Sas and Khairuddin 2015; Shcherbak 2014; Gao et al. 2016) has looked into how
users, enthusiasts, the bot, and its developers make sense of each other, with trust
as a paramount social process. We offer two broad contributions that go beyond
cryptocurrencies, blockchain, and chatbots. (1) Trust is a socio-technical problem
space since it is a process of ongoing social interactions. People’s interactions with
cryptocurrencies and Brokerbot reveal dynamically evolving socio-technical gaps
of trust that is continuously negotiated due to intertwined technologies at different
stages of maturity and stakeholders with different levels of domain knowledge.
In conjunction, (2) blockchain’s technical promise of trust based on anonymous
and immutable transactions is a reductionist account of trust that inadequately
captures trust as a socio-technical phenomenon.

17 One collection by Seth Louey on Botlist shows twenty-four cryptocurrency bots as of March 17th,
2020: https://botlist.co/collections/@sethlouey/cryptocurrency.
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Social trust builds on non-anonymous interactions even though technical trust
of blockchain is based on anonymity. When negotiated orders of involved stake-
holders are in constant flux, trust cannot be just a technical given. As a shared,
social experience, trust is being reimagined and renegotiated through the cryp-
tocurrency market, with continuing conflicts on what or whom to trust in the
rapidly changing ecosystem. We thus offered ways to think about trust. Trust
is not usability, risk reduction, or transparency; trust is bracketed around what
people can know; trust in known technology can mediate trust in yet unknown
technology.
It remains to be seen if “Bitcoin is to the dollar as the Internet is to

paper” (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016). At a high level, we see that the social-
technical gap of trust has thorny social aspects when it comes to blockchain,
such as unclear control over market movements, potential policy reforms,
and misaligned expectations in human-bot interaction. To phrase differently,
we see unclear expectations between bot developers, users, and Brokerbot
regarding human-bot interaction, which highlight unmet promises of trust that
blockchain technically can deliver, but cannot socially fulfill. Yet, why peo-
ple engage with a cryptocurrency chatbot before heightened control over the
cryptocurrency market and potential policy reforms take place rests on indi-
viduals’ attempt to participate in the blockchain technology revolution they
neither fully understand nor trust, through a chatbot they better understand and
trust. Unfortunately, a chatbot cannot turn a technical revolution into a social
revolution. The social-technical gap of trust is identified as it continues to
widen.

Appendix A: Usability test tasks

The following list of tasks were based on our joint interview with two develop-
ers of Brokerbot. We did not explicitly ask for or about tasks, but many tasks
were brought up during the interview. Developers mentioned commonly com-
pleted tasks (Tasks 1 through 8) and tasks users had difficulties completing, like
unsubscribing to daily updates (Task 9) and more advanced tasks like activating
the broker functionality (Task 10).
1. Install Brobot on Telegram: Please setup Brobot to be used with Telegram.

Telegram is the messaging service you will be using Brobot through. If you
don’t know Telegram, below is the logo: [Telegram logo].

2. View the latest news about cryptocurrencies. Suppose you’re interested in the
latest cryptocurrency news. Use Brobot to receive this news.

3. Find information about Bitcoin, Dash and Lisk. Bitcoin, Dash and Link are
all cryptocurrencies. Use Brobot to get information about these cryptocur-
rencies.

4. Check if there are any market signals for Bitcoin, Dash and Lisk Bitcoin,
Dash and Link are all cryptocurrencies. Use Brobot to see if there are any
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noteworthy market signals for these cryptocurrencies. Market signals are
steep increases or decreases in the value of currencies.

5. List the cryptocurrencies with the highest market capital. Market capital is
the price per coin times the amount of coins for a particular cryptocurrency.
You don’t have to calculate anything in this task.

6. List the top 10 cryptocurrencies with the highest market capital. In the previ-
ous task you were asked to give the cryptocurrencies with the highest market
capital. In this task you’re asked to do that again, but this time list the top
10 instead of top 5. And again: market capital is the price per coin times the
amount of coins for a particular cryptocurrency. You don’t have to calculate
anything in this task.

7. Find current market status. Suppose you’re interested in the current market
status for all cryptocurrencies (e.g. which cryptocurrencies are doing well
and which are not). Use Brobot to find the current market status.

8. Subscribe to daily updates. You can tell Brobot to give you a daily update on
the status of the cryptocurrency market. Please do so.

9. Unsubscribe to daily updates. Suppose you don’t want the daily updates
anymore. Please unsubscribe for Brobot’s daily updates.

10. Connect the provided broker account to Brobot. You can also connect Brobot
to an Exchange account to activate the broker functionality. This allows
Brobot to read the contents of your wallet. We provide an exchange you link
to Brobot: [link].

11. Find information about your wallet. Now you added your wallet to Brobot,
please let Brobot show information about your wallet.

12. Enable notifications for signals and disable notifications for news
13. Adjust the notification frequency to receive notifications every 3 hours

instead of every hour.

Appendix B: Usability test results

We conducted usability testing with novices, consisting of 13 main tasks on Bro-
kerbot on Telegram (in Appendix A). Most tasks were on issuing commands in
the chat interface, e.g., “task 9: unsubscribe to daily updates”, for which they
had 2 minutes to complete. But, we had three tasks that required them to switch
between Brokerbot’s website and the chat interface, i.e. “task 10: connect the pro-
vided broker account to Brokerbot (connecting the API key)”, “task 12: enable
notifications for signals and disable notifications for news”, and “task 13: adjust
the notification frequency to receive notifications every 3 hours instead of every
hour”. Participants were given up to 10 minutes for task 10 and 5 minutes each
for tasks 12 and 13. Table 4 below summarizes task completion rates (how many
participants completed tasks), average time to complete each task, and the aver-
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Table 2. Task related information.

# Compl. rate Confidence interval Avg. time Avg. score

(1 = very difficult,

5 = very easy)

1 87.50% 50.78% - 99.89% 1:24 4.67

2 75.00% 40.09% - 93.69% 0:53 3.17

3 62.50% 30.38% - 86.51% 1:14 3.00

4 75.00% 40.09% - 93.69% 1:33 3.58

5 62.50% 30.38% - 86.51% 1:38 3.25

6 87.50% 50.78% - 99.89% 0:37 4.17

7 87.50% 50.78% - 99.89% 1:23 4.50

8 87.50% 50.78% - 99.89% 0:29 4.67

9 100.00% 70.66% - 100.00% 0:12 5.00

10 37.50% 13.49% - 69.62% 7:55 1.60

11 100.00% 70.66% - 100.00% 0:35 4.67

12 57.14% 21.52% - 78.48% 3:16 3.00

13 100.00% 67.78% - 100.00% 0:09 5.00

age score on the Single Ease Question (1 = very difficult to 5 = very easy)
for tasks. Not all participants could complete a task in the given time, though
the majority did for most tasks. Results of 13 tasks are listed in Table 2
(descriptions in Appendix A).
On average, users completed 78.43% of the tasks (Table 3; confidence level of

95%, adjusted Wald interval), which corresponds to the average completion rate
of 78% according to prior literature on usability testing (Sauro 2011). Comple-
tion rate goes up to 82.50%, when we look at command-only tasks that do not
require users to leave the chat interface (Table ). As expected, task 10 (API key
connection) was the most difficult with the lowest completion rate, longest time
of completion, and lowest ease of use score.

Table 3. Average usability test results.

Average task completion: 78.43%

Average time per task: 1m 38s

Average score (1-5): 3.87

Corrected score (0% - 100%): 71.67%
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Table 4. Average usability test results (command-only tasks).

Average task completion: 82.50%

Average time per task: 1m 0s

Average score (1-5): 4.07

Corrected score (0% - 100%): 76.67%

Appendix C: Interview questions

We held a semi-structured, joint interview with the Brokerbot developers with
following questions as our guide. This interview was the first step in our research
process.

– How do you envision your target user?
– Which level of knowledge do you expect from your user?
– What are the differences in behavior of the bot on different platforms?
– Why did you decide to create a chatbot instead of, e.g., a website, and why

specifically on cryptocurrency?
– What do you think of conversational chatbots versus the more command like

interface that Brokerbot has?
– Do you use the chatbot yourself?

We decided to have one-on-one interviews with investors. The guiding ques-
tions below were informed by the joint interview with the founders, usability
testing results, and the focus group. Hence, the interviews were more structured
than before, but with the freedom to deviate from the protocol as the interview
progressed.

– Who are you and what background or knowledge do you have on cryptocur-
rencies or chatbots?

– What got you into cryptocurencies?
– For this particular interview we requested you to work with the chatbot Bro-

kerbot. How did you access Brokerbot (which platform) and how did you
discover it? For how long you have been using it? What was your first
impression? What were some particularly striking features?

– How would you rate the learning curve, based on your level of experience
with Brokerbot? Were you able to learn how to operate Brokerbot effectively
according to your intuition?

– What type of information would you consider unmissable in making firm
decisions considering cryptocurrencies? Were you able to access those using
Brokerbot? Why or why not?

– Do you feel like you can trust Brokerbot or certain aspects of it and why?
Does it have an immediate connection to other services you are familiar
with?
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– How much information were you able to obtain from Brokerbot, such as
legal information?

– How much value has Brokerbot provided for you in the given time span?
Would it have been more meaningful if given more time?

– Have you been able to use the notification functions? If yes, how timely (how
often did they happen?) were those updates and how fitting was it according
to you?

– How do you think cryptocurrency will impact the future and do you think it
should be accessible for everyone?

– If you could give one piece of advice for people aspiring to improve chatbot
services dealing with cryptocurrencies, what would it be?
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